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Aggressive environment and urban development in bgypt are posing a serious threat to the dreat
pphinxK jany attempts have been made in the past to repairI restore and preserve the monumentK
A brief historical background and a description of the pphinx and its rock are givenK qhe main
problems facing it are analyzedI and the different methods and materials used in the past to preserve it
are reviewedK An assessment of the outcome of these efforts is presentedK molymers are introduced as
new effective materials that have a great potential for the restoration and preservation of the pphinxK
jethods such as impregnationI polymerJbased mortarsI plasteringI sealersI coatingsI and penetrants
are discussedI and broad guidelines for their application are reviewedK Any endeavor to repairI restoreI
and conserve the pphinx must first be studied very carefully and approved by the international
scientific community and the local bgyptian authoritiesK iessons learned from earlier restoration
efforts must be consideredI and any future preservation attempt must be carried out only after thorough
experimentation and thoughtful investigationK qhe conservation effort must proceed with great thought
and absolute certainty that what is done would not adversely affect the pphinx or its environmentI at
present and in the futureK
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N.N. Background
qhe pphinx and the dreat myramids of bgypt are among the oldest monuments known to humans –
enduring and mysterious edifices that symbolize our links to the remotest known civilizationK
jainstream bgyptology says that the pphinx was carved from bedrock during the reign of hhafre
EOROMJO4V4 BKCKF as a selfJtribute to the pharaoh xNzK A controversial “oldJpphinx theory” xOI Pz
proposed that the pphinx was far older than the pyramidsI and that its severe weathering and erosion
were caused not by winds and blowing sandI but by rainK
Almost sixteen kilometers southwest of CairoI the pphinx stands on the diza mlateauI where it is
slowly losing bits and pieces of its unique identityK cor over 4ISMM yearsI the great stone structure has
survived the ravages of weatherI the insidious attack of air pollutantsI the assaults of foreign soldiersI
and the depredations of touristsK bfforts to save the pphinx go back to over PIMMM yearsK eoweverI
from the pharaohsI dreeksI and oomansI to kapoleon and presentJday scientistsI the preservation
process has puzzledI intriguedI and humiliated restorersK
qhe wellJknown bgyptologistI arK jark iehnerI once stated x4z “qhe history of the pphinx is
a continuous history of restorationK” qhe pphinx was first restored by mharaoh quthmosis fs around
N4MM BKCKI almost NIOMM years after it was carvedK sarious ooman emperorsI including kero and
jarcus AureliusI also touched it upK eoweverI it seems that the pphinx survived most of its existence
buried up to its neck in the sandsK
AbdulJiatifI the twelfthJcentury Arabic scholar xRz reported that “kear to one of the myramidsI is
a colossal head emerging from the ground calledW AbolJeaulK” then kapoleon visited the diza
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mlateau in NTVUI the pphinx – except for its head – was still buried in sandK pome experts believe that
those drifts of sand protected the pphinx for much of its existence xSzK
qhe first effort to restore the pphinx in modern times was done by the crench architect bmile Baraize
in NVORJOS where he permanently cleared out that sand coverK pince thenI the monument has suffered a
slow and progressive deterioration of its stone year after yearK pome scholars blamed air pollution and
ground water seepage for that deterioration xTzK
N.O.

aescription of the pphinx

phaped as a lionDs body and topped with the head of a manI the pphinxDs awesome frame measures O4O
feet longI SS feet highI and NU feet average widthK fts face is OM feet wideI OO feet high and its eyes are
over 4 feet highK xUz ft reclines with its head upright and its front legs extended and parallelI while its
back legs folded underneath its body and its gaze contemplates the rising sun in the bastK

cig. N pphinx

ln its headI it wears the characteristic royal and divine headdressK qhe uraeusI the sacred cobraI
adorns its foreheadK ft is believed that the pphinx used to have a false beardI most of which has been
lostK mart of the nose and the uraeus are also missingK eoweverI the colossus remains mostly intact
after thousands of yearsK
qhe pphinxI located at the southeastern slope of the diza mlateauI was hewn from limestone rockI
some of it strong and some weakK thile the head is made of relatively durable rockI the body and
shoulders are notK qhe rock is among the world’s oldest – from the jiddle bocene limestone of the
upper jokattam cormationK dauri xVz divided this part of the jokattam cormation into three
geological layers or membersI namelyI the oosetau jember EfFI petepet jember EffF and Akhet
jember EfffFK
qhe NMMJton head is composed of harder stoneI and experts have long worried that it might topple from
the statue’s decaying neckK qhe pphinx’s midsection is particularly fragileI a sandwich of soft and hard
limestone that has eroded at different ratesI giving the body a wavy profileK qhe weathering silhouette
of the sphinx exhibits alternating projected and recessed layersK
Besides the influence of porosityI this differential damage xNMz was attributed to pressures generated
by the crystallization of salts in the stoneK fn a research done at the rniversity of iouisvilleI hentucky
xNNzI the weathering characteristics of the sphinx limestones were evaluated in the context of their pore
systemK qhis pore system was found to vary from one stratum to anotherK
N.P. mroblems cacing the pphinx
qhe past TM years of excavation and development seem to have worked more damage on the pphinx
than the 4ISMM years that came beforeK mrotected for most of its years of existence by the desert sands
that covered itI the dreat pphinx was revealed in all its glory only in the midJNVOMsK pince then xNOz
“qhe pphinx has deteriorated more Ein the last RM yearsF than in all the previous centuries of its
existence combinedI” said payed qawfikI Chairman of the bgyptian Antiquities lrganization in CairoK
ft is believed that much of the recent deterioration is due to environmental effects as well as human
induced conditions and processes that affect the mother rockK
qhe pphinx lies on the diza mlateau at the eastern margin of the testern aesert of bgyptI close to the
edge of the fertile bank of the oiver kileK katurallyI processes that are active in both the desert to the
test and the agricultural land to the bast affect the pphinx’s environmentK jeanwhileI the characJ
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teristics of the rock from which the pphinx was carved dictate how the monument is influenced by its
environmentK lne of those characteristics xNPz is that the rock is jointed by an intersecting set of
fracturesK A major fracture goes through the main body of the pphinxI while other smaller ones crissJ
Jcross it in an ?u? patternK qhese fractures are clearly visible along the walls of the diza mlateauI
particularly at the walls around the pphinxK
auring the past few decadesI the pphinx has visibly suffered from increased denudation of its
outermost surface layerK fn particularI the strongest winds strike the pphinx at its weak chest that is
carved from the weakest of the three rock stratum forming the monumentK curtherI blocks have fallen
from its solid rock bodyI and from the retaining wall that surrounded its baseK
qhe main agent of decay in the limestone rock from which the pphinx was carved is the salt and
gypsum crystallization at or near the outermost surface of the pphinxK qhis salt is mobilized by upward
groundwater percolation as well as precipitation of moisture from the airK palt crystals force a thin
layer of rock outwardI and the resulting flakes are easily separated from the rock surface by gravityI or
if touched by peopleI by wind vorticesI or by seismic shaking of the diza mlateauK qhe situation is
even aggravated by extreme climatic conditions and excessive air pollution from industrialization and
urban growth near the pphinxK
pince the early NVRMsI the population of Cairo has grown from about OKR million people to over NS
millionI plus a few million visitors a dayK qhe parallel growth of industry Eparticularly steel and
cementF at diza and eelwan exacerbates the problem of air pollutionK fndustrial plants emit vast
amounts of sulphur dioxide into the airK then mixed with moistureI the sulphur dioxide forms acids
that crumble the outermost layers of the pphinxK
qhe moisture in the air is mostly generated by evapotranspiration of vegetation east of the pphinxK qhe
sources of near surface groundwater in the immediate vicinity of the pphinx are those irrigated fieldsI
the service area of the pound and iight show that is performed for visitors in the eveningI and a huge
slum called kazlet bs pemman that was illegally built thereK After over thirty years of urban growth
xNPzI this OMMIMMM “town” finally installed a sewer system in NVVOK rntil thenI howeverI all the
wastewater soaked into the groundI raising levels of near surface water in the well at the tail end of the
pphinx to MKR meters below the surfaceK
As reports of advancing decay poured from sites all along the kileI some scientists suggested that the
Aswan eigh aam completed in NVTM brought the water table in the kile salley closer to the surfaceI
allowing water to penetrate limestone monuments and activate the salt crystals that ravage themK
lthers disagreed and proposed that the easily available water has encouraged runaway growthI and
farmers started to irrigate their fields more intensively using fertilizers that leech into exposed
monumentsK
oepeated ground quakes promote movement along fractures within the pphinx and may induce rock
failureK qhe ground is remarkably shaken from dynamite blasts in rock quarries nearby and from the
tourist buses as they get very close to the pphinxI particularly when they park there with their engines
left running for hours to keep the vehicles airJconditionedK curthermoreI exhaust from the multitude of
engines burning diesel fuel produces considerable emissions of smoke that pollutes the environment
and harms the pphinxK
bven restoration efforts themselves pose high risks and may cause damage to the monumentK lver the
last few decadesI the pphinx has suffered from wellJintended but hastyI carelessI and misguided attempts
at preservationK As will be mentioned belowI an effort by conservationists from NVUN to NVUT to shore up
the pphinxI only hastened its deteriorationK pcientists shot the monumentDs weak chest with chemicalsI
creating a coating thatI unfortunatelyI flaked off soon and took a layer of mother rock with itK qhe
restoration also used about NITMM large limestone blocks and cement mortar around the baseK eoweverI
the blocks not only distorted the monument’s profileI but also crackedK joreoverI water used to mix the
cement mortar seeped into its limestone innardsI activating salts that formed damaging crystals
N.4. eistory of oestoration bfforts to mreserve the pphinx
qhe first major restoration of the pphinx was done by the Ancient bgyptian mharaoh quthmosis fs of
the lld hingdom around N4MM BKCK – almost NIOMM years after the monument was carved out of that
limestone knoll on the diza mlateauK jore repairs were undertaken in later mharaonic timesI and again
in the drecoJooman periodK All of these attempts are still visible today in the intricate mosaic of stone
and bricks around the statue’s base that arK jark iehner has carefully documented xN4zK eoweverI as
the mharaonic hingdoms wore outI the already ancient figure was neglectedI and sand built up around
itI preserving it from deteriorationK lnly its head is believed to have always poked above the dunesK
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then crench explorers partially dug the pphinx out of the sand in the early NVth centuryI they
inadvertently started the clock ticking againI and throughout the OMth century archaeologists have been
struggling to preserve the monument’s rapidly eroding bodyK
fn NVOSI the crench engineer bmil Baraize led the first major restoration effort in the modern timesK qhat
endeavor completely pushed the dunes back from the pphinxI exposing its body to the elements – which
was soon to add to its declineK jrK Baraize xNRz reclad the lower body in stones and filled in gashes in the
headdress with cementK ee also built supports under the neck and the wings of the headdressK
rnfortunatelyI the cement plastered around the base of the structure formed salt crystals that began to eat
into the limestoneK fnterestinglyI howeverI bgyptologists say that the repair work on the head and the
neckI though considered unattractive by manyI did not cause salt erosion and has held up wellK
qhe efforts to preserve the pphinx continued to the present dayI not always with positive resultsK fn
recent yearsI bgyptian archaeologists have tried plenty of remediesK dluesI such as polyvinyl acetate
and barium hydroxideI have been painted on the surface and injected into the stoneK eoweverI none of
the treatments has stopped the deterioration for longK fn factI some have made it worseK
crom NVUN to NVUTI the lower third of the statue – its pawsI rumpI and tail – were encased in new
limestone blocks thatI in factI distorted the monumentK curthermoreI the blocks were joined with
cement mortar instead of a more neutral limeJbased oneI which exacerbated the salt problemK auring
the same periodI a chemical injected into the body to harden the rockI soon flaked off taking some of
the invaluable mother rock with itK Awareness of how badly the pphinx has deteriorated came with
a shock in cebruary NVUU when a large chunk from the middle layerI weighing some TMM poundsI
tumbled off the pphinx’s right shoulderK
cixing the botched job took almost NM years ENVUVJNVVUF and cost some AOKR millionK qhat restoration
approach made a better use of the expertise of bgyptian specialists and skilled conservationists from
around the worldK ft followed a combination of ancient and modern techniques in an attempt to halt the
damage that pollutionI timeI and previous improper restorations have caused to the pphinxDs bodyK
fn a painstaking processI the conservation team carefully mapped the statueI giving a number to every
block covering the vulnerable lower areaK oeferring to photographs of the pphinx dating back to NU4NI
and an intricate map showing each stone and curve of the monument’s former shapeI workers handJcut
NOI4TU limestone blocks from a quarry in eelwanI a few miles up the kileK
qhe stone was chosen to match the original as closely as possible and was cut to the exact size of the
original ones – same dimensions drecoJooman restorers cut centuries beforeK torkers then removed the
blocks that were stuck on with cement or concrete in the early NVUMsI and replaced them with the new
ones that were built with a natural mortar of lime and sand that would not damage the bedrockK xNSz
qhe NMJyear restoration effort was unveiled on jay ORI NVVU in a special ceremonyK Although that
latest restoration appears to be the best that could be done at present to preserve one of the world’s
most ancient treasuresI it is inevitable that the pphinx will continue to need constant attentionK
fn NVVMI during that major restoration projectI the detty fnstitute mounted a miniJclimate station on
the pphinx’s great haunchesI which collected data on temperature changesI wind speed and directionI
humidityI and aerial pollutionK qhe data collected show that environmental effects are more serious
than previously believedK curtherI a rkbpClJfinanced sonar examination has determined that the
pphinxDs neck is sound and able to safely carry the head xNOzK
auring that same restoration projectI the first multidisciplinaryI international conference of its kind on
saving the pphinx was held at CairoDs jena eouse eotel from cebruary OV to jarch PI NVVOK About
UM archaeologistsI conservation specialistsI environmentalistsI chemistsI historiansI engineersI
architectsI geologistsI artistsI art restorersI stone masonsI and scientists from around the world met for
four days trying to understand what is harming the pphinx and seeking ways of saving itK
qhe conference was sponsored by the bgyptian Antiquities lrganization EbAlFI the government
department responsible for all such sitesK Appealing to the experts xNOzI the bgyptian Culture jinister
carouk eosni saidI “qhe pphinx was a symbol of civilization that had to be preservedK qhe idea is not
to save it for the next few yearsI or even the next NM or OM yearsI but for centuries aheadK”
ko one underestimated the problemK peveral proposals were made in response xNPz such asW
– Cover the site with a clear inflated dome to seal it from the surrounding environmentK
– fnsert an insulating layer under the structure to seal the pphinx from the subsurface water belowK
– ppray sealants on its outermost surface to protect it from moistureK
– mump chemicals into the 4ISMMJyearJold limestone monument to harden its surfaceK
– Consolidate the outer layer of rock to protect it from wind erosionK
– pecure the head of the pphinx to the body by a metal rodK
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– Cover the shoulder and neck of the pphinx with a layer of limestone rock to save them from
further wind erosionK
– mlace slabs of stone around the pphinx to protect it against the elementsK
– oeJerect the beard of the pphinx to support the head and protect the neck from further wind erosionK
Aware that previous restoration efforts have furthered the pphinxDs declineI the experts did not endorse
any proposal during the conferenceK eoweverI they agreed to the restoration plan mentioned earlierI
which was underway at the time since NVUVI and requested more studies be conductedK
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qhe progress achieved in the production of polymeric materials is unsurpassedI with new materials and
methods being developed at an amazingly accelerated rateK qodayI industries associated with polymeric
materials in the rpA employ more than half of all chemists and chemical engineersI while the annual
production of polymeric materials has grown from a few million pounds to several billion poundsK qhese
new materials may carry with them a solution to some of the problems facing the pphinxK
O.N. fmpregnation
fmpregnation under vacuumLpressure is one of the most effective methods to achieve good penetration
and effective sealingK then searching for a solution to some of the pphinx’s problemsI that option
might be consideredK
lriginallyI the polymer impregnated concrete EmfCF process was developed as a method to produce
concrete of superior strength and durabilityK pame technique can be extended to impregnate sandstone
and monumentsK fn the case of the pphinx xNTzI small size sandstone blocks can be individually
impregnated then used as a wall casing to the pphinxI or parts thereofI to protect it from aggressive
environmentK qhe blocks can be shaped so that they interlock with each other without mortarI while
having provisions for monument’s “breathingK”
qhe impregnation process is a technically feasible Ethough not always economicalF way to convert
a poor qualityI porous mass into a high qualityI durable oneK eoweverI the complicated techniques and
the industrial hazards involved in producing mfC halted its anticipated progress and led to the obvious
dramatic decrease in the rate of its applications in the last two decadesK
CurrentlyI lzawa Concrete fndustries ElCfF in gapan xNUz is the only known manufacturer of
polymerJimpregnationJtreatment in the worldK Between NVUR and OMMM ElCfF have carried out
polymerJimpregnationJtreatment on natural stone three times only xNVz in which they succeeded twice
and failed onceK
qhe natural stone in both of the cases that succeeded was sandstoneI while in the case that failed was
clayJstoneK qhis confirms that natural stones having large porosity may be more suitable for polymerJ
impregnationJtreatmentK qhe polymerJimpregnationJtreatment of sandstone improved its compressive
strength almost R timesI from U jma to 4M jmaK lzawa Concrete fndustries xNVz recommends that an
impregnation of a specimen would always be performed before applying the process to the monumentK
qhe maximum size that ElCfF can impregnate is Nm × Nm × Nm xNVzI and the size of the sandstone
monuments that were impregnated was MK4R m × MK4R m × MK4R mK ft has been NM years and R years
since the polymerJimpregnationJtreatment was performed on the two sandstone monuments mentioned
aboveK po farI ElCfF has not been informed of any problemsK
O.O. Mortars and mlastering
lne solution to some of the pphinx’s problem could be in plastering certain parts of itI or its outer
stone casingsI with polymerJbased mortarK Countless surface repair mortars are now commercially
available for repairing deteriorated surfaces of concrete and stone that are damaged by erosion and
severe climatic conditionsK rnfortunatelyI the essential data provided by manufacturers are very
limited andI even if availableX they are usually restricted to lab valuesK
purface repair mortars must be carefully evaluated for each particular field application as regards their
typesI mix designsI performanceI and effect on the mother rockK merformance includes properties such
as bond strengthI permeabilityI coefficient of thermal expansionI thermal compatibility with substrate
stoneI and erosion resistanceK
bxperimental work done in Canada xOMz on surface repair mortars for concrete surfaces showed that
epoxy mortars have significantly higher bond strength and erosion resistance among some other PR
surface repair mortars that were testedK
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eoweverI although the bond strength and erosion resistance of epoxy mortars are highI the performance
of these surface repair mortars was poor in most of the other essential physical testsK qhey still require
more study for modification and optimization of their properties in order to be used effectivelyK
O.P. pealersI Coatings and menetrants
pealing the pphinx may sound as a simple and relatively inexpensive means to protect it from
aggressive agents and harmful exposure conditionsK eoweverI extreme care must be exercised in light
of the obvious archaeological value of the monumentI and the risk of any irreversible damages that
could happen while trying to preserve itK
denerallyI sealers can be used to repairI maintainI and preserve monuments made of natural stone
through “sealing” the stone surface to prevent the transmission of water through itI thus slowing or
even stopping the gradual deterioration of these monumentsK
qhe term ?sealant? or ?sealer? as used here refers basically to a liquid polymer that is applied to the
surface of a natural stone to form a barrier layerK eoweverI this does not necessarily exclude other
forms or functions of sealers such as coatingsI penetrantsI caulksI joint fillersI or membranes that can
simultaneously be applied to different localized areas as need beK
qhere are two major types of barriersW lne is an impermeable barrier that excludes all materialsI
including liquids and gasesK qhe other is a semiJpermeable or permJselective barrier that selectively
excludes some types of substancesI yet permits the passage of other substances – such as the
?breathable? sealers which exclude liquid water and pass water vapor xONzK
pealers have been used for a wide variety of purposes which includeW waterproofingI moisture
proofingI water repellentI protection from freezing and thawing effects as well as from chemical attack
by aggressive liquidsI barrier to atmospheric gases Eto control penetration by CM OI or atmospheric
pollutants such as plO and klxFI surface sealant Eto reduce accumulation of saltsI stainsI or other
contaminantsFI to improve durability and aesthetic or architectural appearanceI andLor as a cleaning aid
or antigraffiti productK ft should be notedI howeverI that not all applications were successfulK fn some
situations xONzI sealers trapped moisture inside the stone pores and proved to be detrimental to the
monument rather than beneficialK
bntrapped moisture may develop destructive vapor and pore water pressuresI cause blistering or
failure of the sealantI accelerate stone deteriorationI andI in extreme warmLcold weatherI increase
susceptibility to damage from freezing and thawingK pemiJpermeable sealants may alleviate these
problems by permitting the passage of water vaporK eoweverI semiJ permeable sealantsI in other
situationsI may aggravate problems from salt buildupI resulting from the evaporation of moisture
through a semiJpermeable sealant xONzK
ff the possibility to apply a sealer to the surface of the pphinx is ever consideredI it is imperative to
first identify the challenges that the monument is facingI the specific problems that need to be solvedI
their causesI and the best remedial actionEsFK lbviouslyI the causeEsF for the problemEsF should be
corrected firstX otherwiseI the problemEsF will almost certainly reappearK
lther questions that need to be answered includeI but are not limited toI whether sealing is indeed the
best optionX what is expected in a sealer’s performanceX which products in the market are most likely
to provide the needed protectionX whether they really perform as the supplier claims they wouldI and
for how longX are they easy to applyX are they hazardousX do they require maintenanceI and how oftenX
and most importantly whether they could have any adverse side effects on the mother rockI such as
changes in appearanceI colorI or structural integrityK
bxperiments simulating natural effects at the diza mlateau must be conducted first on representative
samples of the mother rock before working on the monumentK AlsoI parallel to specifically
establishing the function and purpose of a sealerI appropriate field tests should be developed in order
to verify the efficiency of that sealer and to make sure that it is indeed providing the best solution to
the problemEsF during its service life as expectedK
Applying a polymeric system of coatings andLor penetrants to certain parts of the pphinx or its outer
stone casings may be a solution to consider for some of the pphinx’s problemsK A physical system
would comprise a polymer that is dissolved in a solvent to reduce its viscosityK As the solvent
evaporatesI the polymer dries out and forms a solid filmK
A reactive system in solution would comprise the active ingredient or a monomer dissolved in
a solventI which reacts with another component to form a polymerK qhe solvent is only used to
reduce the viscosity and is not involved in the formation of the polymerK ft evaporates after the
polymer is formedK
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fn other systemsI the active ingredient can be dissolved in a reactive solvent that not only reduces the
viscosityI but also joins in the chemical reaction and becomes a part of the final polymerK A solventJfree
reactive system can be used when the reactive components intrinsically have the required low viscosityK
fn that caseI the components would react directly with each other to form the polymersK oeactive resins’
systemsI or liquid plasticsI react when a specific hardener system is added and form polymersK
bpoxy resins systems harden by polyaddition of hardener with active hydrogen atoms and resins with
epoxy groupsK oesin and hardener must be dosed in stoichiometric amountsK qhe hardening reaction is
temperature dependentK fn methacrylic resins systemsI the polymerization is brought about by radicals
derived from peroxide and an aromatic amineK
qhis class of resin is distinguished from all the other reaction resins by the fact that monomoric
methylmethacrylate is already polymerizable with a viscosity of N mmaKsK ff requiredI howeverI the
viscosity can be set at any desired level by means of dissolving polymethacrylates xOOzK
qhe unsaturated polyester resins are considered the most economical standard resinsK eoweverI these
resins should be carefully examined since they are not alkali resistant and are not sufficiently rsJ and
weatherproofK molyurethane resins harden through polyadditionK qhe hardening is strongly catalyzed
through moistureK rsing aliphatic isocyanates in conjunction with aliphatic polyalcoholsI lightJ and
weatherproof polyurethane systems are producedK qhe resistance to rs has to be improved by adding
rsJinhibitorsK
pilicic acid ester reacts with water and forms silicium dioxide that works as a bonding agent to
disintegrating sandstonesK pilanes are silicon compounds that contain ester groupsI which form silanols
during hydrolysisK qhis alkylJsilanol is stable and reacts immediately with another moleculeI but also
with leJgroups of quartz in the natural stoneI thus linking or crossJlinking the silanol with a silicon
atom in the stoneK
qhrough the intermediate stage of siloxanesI polysiloxanes Esilicon resinF are then formedI showing an
excellent waterJrepellent finishI and protecting the stone from penetration by water and the pollutants
dissolved thereinK aeep penetration into the material xOPz is made possible through using monomeric
silanes with a molecular length of approximately NM AK
molymethyl jethacrylate EmjjAF solutions are nonJyellowingI showing at the same time excellent
rsJ resistanceK qhese polymers are dissolved in appropriate solutionsI and become effective after
evaporation of the solvent by forming films of varying strengthsK As these mjjA films are permeable
to water vapor but resistant to airJborne pollutantsI they are used with great success as a protective
paint for paintingsI frescoesI marble and goldJplatingsI and for preserving stonework xO4zK
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qhe progress achieved in the production of polymeric materials is unsurpassedI with new materials
and methods being developed at an amazingly accelerated rateK puch new materials have a great
potential and may carry with them an effective solution to some of the problems facing the pphinxK
qhis can help in its ongoing restoration and preservation effortsK Before applying any materials or
methods to the monument or any part thereofI it is imperative that a sampleI which resembles the
mother rockI be tested first under simulated natural conditionsK
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qhe references should be ordered according to the order in which they are cited in the textI and
preceded by consecutive numbersK then citing in the textI the numbers of references should be put in
square bracketsI eKgKxNzK then citing formula numbers in the textI they should be put in round
bracketsI eKgK EcigK NFI EtabK OFKqhe format of a reference depends on whether it was published in
proceedings xNzI a journal xOz or a book xPzI or as a chapter in a book x4zK qhe numbers given here in
square brackets refer to exemplary descriptions provided belowK
xNz
xOz
xPz
x4z

eajarI oK Ecebruary NVVVF “qhe pphinxW mart PI” torld and fI vN4 iOW OOUK
testI gK AK ENVTVF “perpent in the pky”K
pchochI oK ENVVMF “lldJpphinx qheoryI? Boston rniversityK
eawassI wKI and iehnerI jK EpeptemberLlctober NVV4F “qhe dreat pphinx of dizaW tho built itI
and thy?” Archaeological fnstitute of AmericaI s4TI @RW PMJ4NK
VRN

xRz dale droupI a qhomson Corporation CompanyK EOMMMF “merils of the pphinxI” Academic
rniverseI httpWLLwebKlexisJnexisKcomLuniverseL
xSz tiens gK ENVVRF “qomb aiscovery Adds to Burden of Ancient pitesI” qhe aaily qelegraphI
qelegraph droup iimitedK
xTz jaughI qK Egune 4I NVVMF “pcrambling qo pave qhe pphinxI” ios Angeles qimesI qhe qimes
jirror CompanyK
xUz kews torld Communications ENVVVFK
xVz dauriI hKiK ENVU4F “deological ptudy of the pphinxI” American oesearch Center in bgyptI
kewsletterI NOTW NVJOTK
xNMz dauriI hKiKI and eoldrenI dK CK ENVUNF “aeterioration of the ptone of the pphinxI” American
oesearch Center in bgyptI kewsletterI NN4W PRJ4TK
xNNz ChowdhuryI AKI AdinaraI vKI munuruI AKI and dauriI hKK ENVVMF “teathering of iimestone Beds
at the dreat pphinxI” bnviron deol tater pciI solK NRI koK PI ppringerJserlag kew vorkI fncKW
ONTJOOPK
xNOz mhillipsI gK Ejarch NVVOF “A oiddle for the ConservationistsI” qhe gerusalem oeportW P4K
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